I. INTRODUCTION
In academics, the h-index is used to measure the productivity of the individual researchers, h-index of an article h in the descending order of citations cannot have citations less than the value of h. For example, article 43 must has citations greater than or equal to 43. If the article 43 has citations less than 43 then the article cannot be included in h-core. On the The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Dimitrios Katsaros.
other hand, the h-core is the number of articles equal to or greater than h citations, e.g., h-index 43 means 43 articles are available in h-core [1] . We can find several h-index variants in the existing literature [2] - [10] . For example, 37 h-index variants are reviewed based on the meta-analysis in [2] , in which it is concluded that most of the variants are redundant since they are correlated to the h-index. An assessment of the scientists based on the publications having citations more than their references is articulated in [3] . In this work, the author VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ has evaluated 20 variants on the dataset of mature scientists and found that ranking the publications based on their number of citations is not a very useful tool. In [4] , it is observed that the score of various indices under study increases the number of publications. In [5] , 108 variants have been reviewed to find out correlation among those articles. Therein, most of the indices focused on the individual performance of the researchers by ignoring the other aspects. In [6] , a related analysis of several indicators is presented for the assessment of a group of scientists, in which more than one indicators are used for a group of scientists. More recently, ha index is proposed to find out credit in the co-authorship [8] . This index gives more credit to the high h-index co-authors without considering the contribution of the authors. Further, hla index is suggested to add up other aspects in the calculation of h-index such as career length and discipline in [9] . It has been extended with the PageRank algorithm to remove limitations of h-index [10] . Unfortunately, self-citations are done by the researchers to inflate their h-index [11] . Usually, the less productive researchers who cannot attract others for citations practice self-citation [12] . The self-citation is motivated by self-interest since the author who cites himself/herself is cited by the others [13] . The self-citations up to 10-20% are perceived as normal and above this average is considered offensive [14] . We can find three types of self-citations that are known as the journal, author and co-author self-citations. The journal self-citation refers to when one article cites anonymous papers of the journal where this article is itself published [15] . The author level self-citation happens when one researcher cites his/her own published paper [16] . However, whenever one researcher, e.g. A, cites a published paper of his/her coauthor, i.e., B, is what we called as co-author self-citation [17] . The analysis of in-text citations on PubMed and Elsevier datasets identify that the number of self-citations in the citing document increases the total number of citations [18] , [19] . In one study, the top 96 universities of USA considered and concluded that the highest Institutional Self-Citations Rates (ISCR) were identified as 31% for one of the universities [20] . Another study on Norway publications articulates that self-citations exist as 36% on average [14] , which can lead to a measurable inaccuracy in the academic level rankings of the journals, authors and their articles.
The Google Scholar database facilitates retrieval of the worldwide scholarly literature. It provides access to the large range of databases including public and personal databases their access is not commonly available. Google Scholar freely grants access privilege to all those databases alternatively in addition to organizing the related documents by Google search engine. On contrary to this, the Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus are paid sources and are considered as reliable sources to analyze scientific activity. Compared to Google Scholar, WoS and Scopus do not cover the exclusive sources. However, Google Scholar contains unauthentic material, e.g., unpublished information, conference presentations, and internal reports, etc. that are otherwise not significant [21] . This is how Google Scholar is not considered reliable to compute the h-index because it does not exclude self-citations from the list of citations. The correct ranking by Google Scholar can be achieved by examining the top researchers and eliminating their information related to the self-citations.
In the existing literature, extensive studies have been done in biology, ecology, biomedicine and material sciences with respect to self-citations [16] , [22] - [24] . Further, journal self-citations have been analyzed to assess the quality of journals since the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) is also increased significantly by self-citations [25] . So, the journals can also be verified as abnormal with having maximum selfcitations. Such journals are automatically recognized based on empirical analysis of the dataset [26] . There are 6.9% journals that suspect out of 1138 journals included in Journal Citation Reports (JCR) 2014 [27] . Further, the exclusion of self-citations from the papers available in h-index updates the list of h-index sufficiently [28] , [29] . The self-citations affect h-index and its variants differently [30] , [31] . Some of the indexes capture manipulations while others inflate [32] . Additionally, institutional self-citations have been considered for their accurate ranking.
Few popular h-index variants have been introduced to improve the h-index that include w-index [33] , g-index [34] , a-index [35] and AR-index [36] . In addition, some measures like the ch-index have been introduced to identify the self-citations. The ch-index exclude self-citations from the list of citations for a particular paper. It does not consider co-authorship and journals for the subtraction of self-citations [37] . Another measure is the b-index that compute self-citations without analyzing complete citations of the articles by using a mathematical formula. It returns h-index of the article by eliminating self-citations. Moreover, the b-index considers top ranked papers related to the field and estimate self-citations. It also computes self-citations for individual authors but not for co-authors and the journals [38] .
The dh-index is another measure that removes selfcitations from the h-index without prior knowledge about the distribution of citations. It considers individual author and journal but not co-authors. The dh-index presents a new measure in comparison to the h-index for self-citations [11] . More recently, the nested self-citations have appeared in the literature. The part of the paper such as a diagram, table or text box is cited in the papers. Such constructs should not be separately considered as the citation [39] . It is also identified that fewer erroneous publications are added in the author's profiles of Google Scholar. Each author must update his account by deleting such publications [40] . Further, Thomson Reuters already suspended indexing a given journal whose number of self-citations grow above a certain threshold. The problem with this approach is to define what is an ''acceptable'' percentage of the self-citations [11] .
Few variants of h-index can be found in [1] . However, no one eliminates author, coauthor and journal self-citations as a whole. Hence, there exists ample space to completely eliminate all these types of self-citations. We need to generate a true productivity measure of the scientists because authors not only involve in self-citations but they are also supporting journals to increase their impact factors. In this paper, we propose a variant of h-index called updated h-index to eliminate self-citations. We analyze two datasets therein one contains scientists awarded by the Scientometrics and other is composed of non-award winner scientists. These are collected from the Google Scholar within the period of 1984 to 2017 so as to compute the self-citations influence in the h-index. Finally, a new ranking of the scientists is achieved from the updated h-index. Our updated h-index adds journal level self-citations calculation in the author level measure.
To the best of authors' knowledge, no comparative work exists that consider journals in the calculation of selfcitations. This could be helpful to notice that the journals are important to be included in the calculation of self-citations because these are not only used to manipulate their individual IF but also support to add up author's and co-author's self-citations. In return, the impact of the author's paper is attached to the target journal impact. In addition, professional journals having journal citations more than a threshold should be added in the list of suspected journals. Therefore, the impact of journals must also be included in the author level indexes to calculate the correct author's h-index and so the accurate deduction of self-citations.
We briefly compare our work with the existing approaches in terms of qualitative parameters to highlight its novelty in Table 1 . The qualitative parameters include Journal, Author, and Co-Author in addition to the following. Filter: To test whether a work eliminates all of the self-citations or it applies some criteria to keep the legitimate self-citations. Dataset: The benchmark of the dataset to authenticate the unbiased and accurate results. Modify author index for journals: To check whether the modification of author level h-index is applicable for the journals. Combine Author, Co-Author, and Journals: To evaluate whether a given work together takes into account all three types of self-citations, i.e. Author, Co-Author, and Journal. Real-time feasibility: To evaluate the deployed tools and applications of a given work are relevant to the real environment. To put in a nutshell, we have summarized the contributions of this paper in the following:
• We propose a variant of h-index called updated h-index that first time considers the inclusion of journals in the author level index.
• We define a rational individual threshold for the journal, author and co-author to subtract the legitimate self-citations only.
• We have built the updated datasets of the award winner and non-award winner scientists from the Google Scholar which were not available before.
• A new ranking of the scientists is achieved, which is significant to evaluate the true productivity of the journals and the authors compared to the h-index. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes materials and methods. Section III presents results discussion. Finally, the last section concludes the paper.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We scrutinize the papers available in h-core of scientists.
In this connection, we analyze the datasets that are generated from the Google Scholar. We have shown the architecture VOLUME 7, 2019 of the proposed system in Figure 1 . In the first step of the proposed system, the citation information of the publications available in the h-core of the h-index for each scientist (available in the Google Scholar datasets) is taken as the input. In the second step, journal, author and co-author selfcitations are identified and thereafter they are excluded from the dataset. As a result, updated h-core is generated, which is used to calculate the updated h-index subsequently. From the updated h-index, we have eventually created the latest ranking of the scientists in the last step. Notice that the terms self-citation and bias are interchangeably in this paper.
The main purpose of this work is to exclude self-citations from the h-index. We distinguish the three type of self-citations as Journal bias, Author bias, and Co-author bias. These self-citations are required to be excluded from the citations of each article of an author. The proposed three types of self-citations (or bias) are defined bellow.
A. JOURNAL BIAS
The journal self-citation can be captured by exploring the references list where articles from the same journal are cited. For example, the citations of the paper published in Scientometrics belong to the same journal. Hence, journal bias can be written as,
where jbias for paper p is the total number of self-citations from papers published in the same journal as p, jcit p denotes self-citations for paper p published in a journal. The authors' own citations still have an effect on the coherence of their research by letting alone the citations from the same journal. Towards this end, some fields are more known that have many citations from the same journal. If all journal citations of an author are removed regarded as self-citations, then the authors' influence cannot be measured accurately. We need a reasonable threshold that should be applied to allow legitimate journal self-citations. For example, Thomson Reuters considers a journal as suspected if it has more than 20% self-citations [11] . In its continuity, we have applied a 20% filter while calculation of the journal self-citations. Therefore, the journal self-citations for each paper can be represented as a function,
where gcit represent gross-citations including citations and self-citations. We here set the jbias as 0 if the self-citations are less than 20% of the gross citations and jbias is set to the biased value exceeding 20% limit otherwise.
B. AUTHOR BIAS
The author self-citations can be identified by matching authors of the citing paper with the authors available in its references list [16] , which is given as,
where abias for paper p is the total number of self-citations from papers written by the same author as p, acit p denotes self-citations for paper p written by an author. It is not reasonable to consider an author's all own citations as the self-citations since few of them may provide a foundation of the current work. In this regards, we have applied a 5% filter on the self-citations to remain legitimate author's own citations [41] . Hence, the author self-citations for each paper can be represented as a function,
where we set the abias as 0 if the self-citations are less than 5% of the gross-citations for respective paper and otherwise abias is set to the biased value exceeding the 5% limit.
C. CO-AUTHOR BIAS
The co-author bias can be calculated by the identification of common co-authors of one particular researcher. The co-authors of h-index can be considered in the co-author bias as follows,
where cbias for paper p is the total number of self-citations from papers written by the same co-author as p, ccit p denotes self-citations for paper p co-written by a co-author.
We have also applied a 5% filter on the self-citations to keep a legitimate co-author's own citations as abias, cbias can maximum be up to 5% in a particular paper [41] . Therefore, co-author self-citations for a paper can be calculated as a function,
where we set the cbias as 0 if the self-citations are less than 5% of the citations for respective paper and cbias is set to the biased value exceeding the 5% limit otherwise. From Equations (2,4,6), net-citations (denoted by ncit) can simply be calculated as,
This would be helpful to notice that a single citation cannot be overlapped such that it can either be a journal-bias, author bias or co-author bias but not all at the same time. For example, an article has only one citation, it will either be counted as 1 in terms of a journal, an author or a co-author self-citation by marking the variable ncit = 0. 
D. DATASET
In our analysis, we have chosen two datasets that are individually related to the award winner and non-award winner scientists. The datasets were built from Google Scholar in December 2017. The specifications of the award winner dataset (of Derek de Solla Price Memorial Medal) are shown in Table 2 , which belongs to all those 28 scientists being awarded as the best researchers on the basis of their highest citations and h-index. In the award winner dataset, there are 8406 articles of all the scientists are and their total citations are 376670. According to h-index, Mr. Robert K. Merton is considered as the best researcher. He has 111771 citations in the h-core articles, while his h-index is 100. We have shown the detailed dataset of award winner scientists in Table 3 , in which information regarding the year of award-winning, the number of total published articles, total citations produced, and citations available in h-core are inscribed for quick reference. Further, various available indexes are also given in this table including h-index, w-index, g-index, a-index, and r-index. The breakdown of the dataset relating to different parameters, i.e., journals, authors, and co-authors of the h-core articles are also engendered in this dataset. On the contrary, the dataset related to the non-award winner scientists is given in Table 4 , which contains the list of scientists who are not the award winners but have profiles closely related to that of the award winner scientists. The scientists in both datasets are falling from 1984 to 2017.
In the non-award winner dataset, the total articles of all scientists are 5613 and their total citations are 1446589. According to h-index, Mr. Milton Friedman has 76381 citations in the h-core articles and has h-index as 101. We have shown the chosen dataset of non-award winners scientists with more detail in Table 4 . The non-award scientists have similar h-index to that of award winner scientists. These datasets are selected for comparison purpose so as to analyze the self-citations behavior of the scientists.
In our analysis, the journal bias is counted based on j_bias and subtracted from the citations of an author's paper in h-index. The author bias is counted for each paper available in h-index from citing articles having authorship of the same author. Further, co-author bias is counted based on the co-authors available in h-index papers that exist in the citing papers. To the best of our knowledge, the updated dataset was not available in any of the current research. Thus, the updated datasets have been built and used for the current state of the VOLUME 7, 2019 results. It can also be taken as the latest version of the works published ever since. In these datasets, the co-authors are enumerated maximum up to a 3rd position in the authorship. The updated h-index complements the h-index in the sense that it addresses current problems, which were not available in the past but now they have emerged in the race of increasing the impact of research.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have performed experiments on both of the chosen datasets to conduct a comparative analysis. We here discuss the key results of our analysis in the following.
A. AWARD WINNER SCIENTISTS
We mention that the updated h-index is calculated based on the proposed three self-citations (journal, author, and co-author) from Equations (1, 3, 5) . We discuss one of the scientists Mr. Mike Thelwall as a toy example to understand how three bias affect when self-citations are excluded from his top-15 articles. Therein, the breakdown of the same papers with reference to the types of self-citations is further detailed. Then, the excluded articles from h-core of Mr. Mike Thelwall are presented. We calculated the updated h-index on the same pattern to generate the ranking of the scientists otherwise.
The updated h-index provides a true picture of the citations of the author's articles and their ranks. It significantly changes the h-index of the scientists. We would like to discuss a toy example to understand how our analysis works. For the scientist Mr. Mike Thelwall, top 15 papers have maximum citations as shown in Table 5 . The total citation column shows current citations of a particular paper whereas updated citations column exhibits citations after excluding the self-citations. For example, biased citations of Mr. Mike for paper 5 are 78. So, Mr. Mike's actual citations reached 318 when biased citations are removed from his total citations (i.e., 396). In general, Mr. Mike has 12561 citations in h-core from 475 articles. The total biased citations are 2365, which is a notable number. The aggregated self-citations (Journal bias, Author bias, and Co-author bias) are revealed for each paper. Commonly, self-citations are increased proportionally with the increase of total citations. However, in this case, Mr. Mike Thelwall is ranked from 3rd position in the h-index to 4th position according to updated h-index. The h-index of Mr. Mike is 73, which is reduced to 59 after the computation of updated h-index, when 14 articles have been excluded from the h-core.
We refer to the biased citations of Mr. Mike Thelwall in Table 6 . For instance, the self-citations of Paper 5 are 78. It includes 0 journal biased citations, 39 author biased citations and 39 co-author biased citations. It should be noticed that the self-cited papers might be most relevant to the proposed work in one particular paper. Few of such papers might have been excluded by the updated h-index with the tag of biased articles. The author may refer to his previous (relevant) work in his paper, but the updated h-index has dropped out it by considering in the category of self-citations. So such citations should be scrutinized and excluded from the author self-citations. Co-author bias is the most critical in which chances of bias are increased since authors refer papers of their peers in order to increase the number of citations. Each parameter needs detailed analysis individually to achieve an accurate figure of biased behavior in this regards.
As shown in Table 7 , 14 articles have been similarly dropped from the h-core of Mr. Mike Thelwall. 73 papers in h-core exist before the computation of self-citations. The data has been ordered by actual citations. Article 1 has maximum 100 citations in the list of excluded articles. So, the actual citations have been reached to 46 due to 54 biased citations. The author bias is observed high than that of any other biased citation. However, any other type of bias may be increased otherwise since this observation is not constant. The maximum total biased citations of article 12 are 51 that shifted this article at one of the ending positions of the h-core. The excluded articles (mentioned in the parenthesis followed by the scientists name) from h-core of top 10 scientists are as follows: Mr. Robert K. Merton (0), Mr. Loet Leydesdorff (11), Mr. Mike Thelwall (14) , Mr. Eugene Garfield (1), Mr. Wolfgang Glanzel (11), Mr. Anthony F.J. Van Raan (4), Mr. Henk F. Moed (6), Mr. Francis Narin (2), Mr. Ronald Rousseau (8) , and Mr. Andras Schubert (11) . Mr. Mike Thelwall is observed with a maximum of 14 articles that are excluded from the h-core. The presented results are related to top scientists. The self-citations may get worse when dataset of other scientists is analyzed.
In Table 8 , we present a complete detail, i.e. total published articles, citations in h-core, self-citations, h-index, and updated h-index, of the top 10 scientists. We juxtaposed the h-index and updated h-index to make a comparison. For example, h-index of Mr. Eugene Garfield is 62 whereas his updated h-index is 61. The maximum self-citations of the Mr. Loet Leydesdorff are 2806 from the h-core citations 27088. Based on the results, it can be noticed that the proportion of the self-citations increases as the function of publications and their associated citations. The readers may rank scientists on the basis of self-citations to get knowledge of their productivity. The reliability of Google Scholar can be judged further from this data because papers of the scientists are published in the quality venues.
The self-citations of Top-10 scientists are observed fraction to their citations. These can simply project other researchers having low-quality publications. The distribution of citations and self-citations of Top-10 scientists are shown in Figure 2 . Therein, an order in the h-core citations exists because these are classified based on the updated h-index. For example, Mr. Eugene Garfield is ranked 3rd according to updated h-index. We observe that if a scientist has more citations, he/she highly likely to have higher h-index. However, the h-index of Mr. Anthony F. J. Van Raan contradicts to this behavior because it maintains citations across all h-core papers, i.e. less variability in the citations of the papers exist in h-core. We also witness that number of self-citations (compared to total citations in average) puts an impact on the h-index. For example, Mr. Wolfgang Glanzel has 9616 citations in h-core and 1901 self-citations. His h-index reduced from 61 to 50. This can be seen from the results that self-citations are inversely proportional to the ranking. That is when self-citations increased the rank is dropped, e.g., Mr. Andras Schubert dropped from the top 10th position.
We have shown the ranking of scientists based on the updated h-index in Table 9 . According to updated h-index ranking, Mr. Robert K. Merton is consistently observed at the 1st position with h-index 100. Mr. Eugene Garfield has promoted by one rank and so placed at top 3rd position with the h-index 61. Mr. Mike Thelwall has demoted by one rank with h-index 59. The comparison of h-index and updated h-index is shown in Figure 3 , in which we can see that the maximum 23% of h-index is reduced for Mr. Andras Schubert. In the sequence of percentage reduction, top-ranked scientists include Mike Thelwall (19%), Wolfgang Glanzel (18%), Ronald Rousseau (16%), Loet Leydesdorff (13%), Henk F. Moed (11%), Anthony F.J. Van Raan (7%), Francis Narin (4%), Eugene Garfield (2%) and Robert K. Merton (0%). We notice that if self-citations for a particular paper increase and subtraction of this value decrease citations of the paper from a threshold (h-index value), it is then excluded from the h-core. For example, Mr. Francis Narin and Mr. Ronald Rousseau hold index as 49 but their updated h-index is different, i.e. 47 and 41 respectively. We also observe that few of the fake papers are added in the authors' profiles that must be identified and thereafter excluded from the papers list. By doing so, it will also improve the quality of the h-index measured by Google Scholar.
We have presented a citation analysis in Figure 4 . It shows the total citations of each scientist, actual citations, and biased citations. Therein, we can easily observe that biased citations reduce the total citations as follows: Mr. Wolfgang Glanzel (20%), Mr. Mike Thelwall (19%), Mr. Ronald Rousseau (14%), Mr. Loet Leydesdorff (10%), Mr. Anthony F.J. Van Raan (8%), Mr. Henk F. Moed (6%), Mr. Blaise Cronin (3%), Mr. Francis Narin (2%), Mr. Eugene Garfield (1%), and Mr. Robert K. Merton (0%). According to the results, actual and biased citations make up the total citations. There is a small difference between total and actual citations. It can be seen that a decrease in actual citations likely decreases the h-index. For instance, Mr. Francis Narin has 11896 actual citations, 270 biased citations and his h-index is decreased from 49 to 47.
B. NON-AWARD WINNER SCIENTISTS
We have shown the comparison of h-index and updated h-index in Figure 5 , in which we can see that the maximum 30% of h-index is reduced for Mr. R. Sekhar Chivukula. In the sequence of percentage reduction, top-10 scientists include Stephan Meyer (25%), John Terning (15%), Philip Kim (3%), W. James Kent (3%), David Lowe (2%), Milton Friedman (2%), Christopher M. Bishop (2%), Claude E. Shannon (0%) and Florencio Lopez de Silanes (0%). In comparison to the award winner scientists (where there is a maximum 23% h-index reduction), a non-award winner scientist has otherwise maximum 30% h-index reduction.
We have exhibited the citation analysis in Figure 6 . It shows the total citations, actual citations, and biased citations of each scientist. We observe that biased citations reduce the total citations as follows: Mr. Claude E. considerable difference of biased citations for these scientists exists that that of the award winner scientists.
C. COMPARISON OF AWARD WINNER AND NON-AWARD WINNER SCIENTISTS
The difference in the ranking of researchers after the updated h-index are measured quantitatively in Table 10 and Table 11 for the award winner and non-award winner scientists, respectively. According to the ''Difference'' column in both tables, the ranking is not significantly changed due to less number of self-citations.
D. COMPARISON WITH ACTUAL APPLICATIONS
One real application of excluding self-citations from the h-index is Citation Impact Discerning Self-citations (CIDS) [42] . The CIDS uses CiteSeers policy for the identification of self-citations. According to that policy, it checks the header of the indexed paper to mark as self-citation. On the other hand, our updated h-index is the variation of the h-index that not only counts self-citations from Google Scholar similar to CIDS but adds journal self-citations as well. As the journal self-citations are emphasized to be included in the self-citations calculation in the author level h-index, the legitimate and illegitimate self-citations are similarly required to be filtered by the updated h-index. The self-citations that are subtracted in the real applications are: 1) Illegitimate journal; 2) Illegitimate author; 3) Illegitimate co-author.
The most popular databases that maintain publications' data are WoS, Google Scholar, Scopus, etc. Few of them provide the facility to check self-citations. We summarize the self-citations that are practiced by these databases in Table 13 . As shown in Table 12 and Table 13 , we can notice that no existing application or database set a filter on the author and co-author level self-citations. Our proposed h-index has introduced a 5% filter which has been justified in the earlier section. It is safe to say that our updated h-index contains both journal and author, and co-author filter for h-index corrections.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the self-citation problem in h-index papers on Google Scholar datasets. Therein, two Google Scholar datasets are built for the award winner and non-award winner scientists. For the exclusion of self-citations, three types of biases have been proposed called Journal bias, author bias and co-author bias. These biases are considered by subtracting from the papers of the scientists that exist in the h-core. Based on the updated h-core, an updated h-index has been computed. Using this updated h-index, a new ranking of the scientists is generated. The overall journal self-citations, author self-citations and co-author self-citations are observed as 3.95%, 2.86%, and 3.33%, respectively. In contrast, non-award winner scientists have average journal biased citations as 1.22%, author biased citations as 0.41% and co-author biased citations as 0.90%. According to the results, the ranking of scientists is considerably modified by using updated h-index in comparison to h-index. The updated h-index can be applied on Google Scholar, WoS, Scopus, and other databases to exclude legitimate self-citations. The results could also be investigated for further analysis with datasets from WoS and Scopus.
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